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The Sac and Fox culture is based upon respect for the life within themselves, their families, their communities, and all of
creation. The Creator gave this way of life to the Sac and Fox people. The culture is the way things are done in relation
to each other and all of creation.

Despite the many hardships that they have faced over the years, which included losing the majority of their
land and people, they have remained a viable group who are proud of their ancestors and heritage. The Sac and
Fox people lived in bark houses in small villages. The Sac social organization consisted of clans: Bear,
Sturgeon, Thunder and Wolf. The Sac and Fox of the Missouri band were finally settled to the northeast
corner of Kansas. At this time it included approximately 4, Sac and Fox people. The Treaty of ceded all this
land to the government and ultimately started the Black Hawk War in Black Hawk did not believe this treaty
was valid and vowed not to give in to the government. His autobiography was published in Black Hawk said,
"How smooth must be the languages of the whites. When they can make right look like wrong and wrong like
right. Keokuk was buried in Kansas, but his body was later take back to Keokuk, Iowa, where the city still
honors his name. Mokohoko was a leader when the removal of the Sac and Foxes from Kansas took place in
Mokohoko and some followers refused to go to Oklahoma. There are three bands of Sac and Fox, and they all
have their own distinct government and enrollment processes. They are federally recognized: The Sauk and
Fox were originally two distinct groups. During the s, a French attack on the Foxes caused the two tribes to
join forces and form a close alliance which helped to affect unification. The Treaty of officially named the Sac
and Fox Nation of Missouri as a distinct tribe, and they were removed to northeast Missouri from Iowa and
Illinois. The Nation has a Museum located in Reserve, Kansas which has displays of artifacts, pictures and
more history.
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The Sac and Fox Nation, (Mesquakie language: Thakiwaki or Sa ki wa ki) is the largest of three federally recognized
tribes of Sauk and Meskwaki (Fox) Native American peoples.

Through a series of dislocations they found themselves in the Indian Territory now Oklahoma in the s.
Although they were historically associated and closely related by language and culture, the two peoples have
always remained geographically and politically distinct. The Meskwaki have resided on the Meskwaki
Settlement in central Iowa since , and the Thakiwaki have been in central Oklahoma since the s. The
contemporary Sac and Fox population in Oklahoma claim to be predominantly ofThakiwaki decent and
typically refer to themselves as both "Sac and Fox" and Sauk, and to their heritage language as Sauk. During
their residence in present Illinois the Thakiwaki principally lived in a settlement near Rock Island, situated a
short distance above the confluence of the Mississippi and Rock rivers. The most notable armed conflict
involving the Thakiwaki is perhaps the three-month lack Hawk War of That conflict occurred shortly after
their removal, according to treaty agreement, from Saukenuk to Iowa. It entailed an extended series of
skirmishes between United States infantrymen and a dissident band of one thousand that included five
hundred warriors led by Black Hawk. Although Black Hawk survived, the event itself ended tragically with
the slaughter of unarmed Thakiwaki crossing the Mississippi River. Afterward, only to of the original
thousand dissidents rejoined their compliant counterparts on the Iowa side of the river. Some Thakiwaki call
the Black Hawk War a historical example of an enduring spirit of resistance. The war, however, has also been
viewed as a watershed, signifying the last armed resistance to Euroamerican encroachment and resettlement
east of the Mississippi River. A contemporary of Black Hawk, Keokuk provides an important contrast. An
effective orator and diplomat, Keokuk desired to negotiate and maintain peaceful relations with what he
perceived to be an ever growing and expanding Euroamerican population. These historical embodiments, one
of resistance and autonomy and another of peace and diplomacy, represent a continuing dynamic in Thakiwaki
political life. These memberships have served significant functions in the continued practice of cultural
observances, including adoption, naming, and burial ceremonies, a seasonal cycle of clan feasts, and various
dances. Members have also been involved in the religious practices of the Drum Society, the Native American
Church, and Christianity. Although the state of Oklahoma fought the practice, on May 17, , the U. The
Thakiwaki now call May 17 "Victory Day. Leadership lies with an elected body of five officials: Elections are
held in August on odd-numbered years, and each official serves a four-year term. The national headquarters is
located five miles south of Stroud and adjacent to U. Timothy James McCollum See also: David Edmunds and
Joseph L. Peyser, The Fox Wars: University of Oklahoma Press, Donald Jackson, Black Hawk: The
University of Illinois Press, Copyright and Terms of Use No part of this site may be construed as in the public
domain. Copyright to all articles and other content in the online and print Encyclopedia of Oklahoma History
is held by the Oklahoma Historical Society. Copyright to all of these materials is protected under United States
and International law. Users agree not to download, copy, modify, sell, lease, rent, reprint, or otherwise
distribute these materials, or to link to these materials on another web site, without authorization of the
Oklahoma Historical Society. All photographs presented in the published and online versions of The
Encyclopedia of Oklahoma History and Culture are the property of the Oklahoma Historical Society unless
otherwise stated. Citation The following as per The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition is the preferred
citation for articles:
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Sac & Fox Nation, Stroud, OK. K likes. The Official Face Book Page of the Sac and Fox Nation. Located in Stroud
Oklahoma this page will feature.

In , Congress passed the Dawes Act which broke up the reservation and allotted land to the tribal members.
The tribe imposes a tax on earnings of any person working within tribal jurisdiction, regardless of whether that
person is a tribal member. The tribe also provides for a motor vehicle tax and registration of any vehicle that
are owned by a tribal member and garaged within tribal jurisdiction. The State of Oklahoma, through the
Oklahoma Tax Commission , also administers income [9] and motor vehicle taxes. Oklahoma contends that
anyone within the state had to register their vehicles with the state, while the Sac and Fox Nation required
tribal members residing in tribal jurisdiction to register the vehicle with the tribe. The state viewed those
members to be delinquent in their vehicle taxes, but made no effort to collect until the vehicle was sold to a
new owner. At that time, Oklahoma would require that the delinquent taxes and penalties be paid in order to
register the vehicle. Both the Sac and Fox Nation and Oklahoma made motions for summary judgment and the
district court, without determining reservation boundaries, held that while the state could collect income tax on
non-tribal members, they could not collect income taxes from tribal members employed by the tribe on trust
land. The district court also held that the state could not collect vehicle taxes for periods that the vehicle was
properly registered with the tribe. Both sides appealed to the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals. First the court
noted that the reservation boundaries were not relevant to the case, the issue instead being tribal immunity
from state jurisdiction. The court noted the prior Supreme Court decision in Okla. The appellate court was not
persuaded and ruled that the state could impose an income tax on non-tribal members. The court held that the
tribe could require the registration of vehicles on tribal land, regardless of whether the owner was a tribal
member or not. The court noted that both Moe v. Salish and Kootenai Tribes [16] and Washington v.
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation [17] prohibit such state taxation on tribal members.
The state could enforce its vehicle tax on non-tribal members. William Rice argued the case for the Sac and
Fox Nation. The state also argued that the vehicle tax and registration fees were more akin to a sales tax and a
use fee than an excise tax. All that is required is that the member live in "Indian country", [20] [21] which
Congress has defined to "include formal and informal reservations, dependent Indian communities, and Indian
allotments, whether restricted or held in trust by the United States. She stated that the tax strongly resembled
the taxes prohibited by Colville and Moe, and noted that if the registration fee was a use fee, then
non-residents of Oklahoma would not be exempt. The court upheld the decision of the Tenth Circuit Court.
Chickasaw Nation , [29] have become known as the "Oklahoma tax cases".
4: Sac and Fox | The Encyclopedia of Oklahoma History and Culture
The Sac and Fox Nation of Missouri people and their ancestors have been historically located in Canada, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska. The Sac and Fox of the Missouri band were finally settled to
the northeast corner of Kansas.

5: History Of The Tribe | Sac & Fox Nation of Missouri
Treatment and Staff. To be eligible to enroll with Sac and Fox Nation's behavioral health services program, clients must
be of Native American decent and have a current health chart with the Black Hawk Health Center.

6: Jobs - Sac and Fox Nation
Sac and Fox Nation is located in Stroud, OK and provides Substance Abuse Treatment services in Stroud and Lincoln
County. See our adjacent services tab for a list of treatment specializations and various accommodations.
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McBride serves as attorney general of the Seminole Nation, served as justice of the Pawnee Nation Supreme Court
from until , and is the former attorney general to the Sac and Fox Nation.

8: Welcome to the Sac and Fox Nation - Sac and Fox Nation
Federally recognized as the "Sac and Fox Tribe of Indians of the Mississippi River in Oklahoma," and commonly known
as the Sac and Fox Nation, the Thakiwaki (Sauk/Sac) are an Algonquian people indigenous to the Western Great Lakes
region.

9: The Black Hawk Casino | Shawnee and OKC's premier casino gaming destination
Welcome to the Sac and Fox Nation of Oklahoma, Police Department Sex offender Registry.
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